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A Level Chinese will build on the language you mastered at GCSE, and take your 
already well-practised skills in reading, writing, speaking, and listening to the next 
level. During the next two years, we want you to be able to express yourself freely and 
spontaneously, i.e. say whatever you want, whenever you want in Chinese. 

To this end, there are a number of things you should be doing. 

The key to becoming conversant in a foreign language is to immerse yourself as much 
as possible in the language, whether it’s changing the setting on your mobile phone 
to Chinese, reading and watching Chinese language news, or subscribing to a Chinese 
channel on Youtube. These things are not just nice extras, they are essential to help 
you to progress to A level standard, so why not start now as you mean to go on, 
and try some of the suggestions over the summer?  

 

Recommended resources: 

 

Lost in Translation (我的海漂时代) on Youtube – this is a fun entertainment channel 
that focuses on content for Chinese-American people and students studying in China. 
Their videos are quite diverse and include everything from mini-game shows and 
reaction videos to interviews. There are subtitles in English and Chinese. 

HunanTV (湖南卫视) on Youtube – click on the ‘channels’ tab to explore different 
programmes, from drama to reality TV. Some videos have Chinese subtitles. 

BBC News Chinese – shorter articles and videos on news and current affairs. Keep a 
notebook of new vocabulary. 

Xinhua News – this is the official news outlet in China, with longer, more complex 
articles than BBC Chinese. I suggest printing out an article that interests you and 
annotating it, adding any additional vocabulary to your notebook. 

Chinese-English Dictionary plug-in for Google Chrome – strongly recommended for 
Chinese A Level. This plug-in shows dictionary definitions of Chinese words as you 
hover over them and will speed up your reading online. It can be turned off at the 
click of a button to increase difficulty. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB3Mlhh8h9phTPK9R1i7RKA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1pHFqCMAIHP8gr4lYGtNLA
https://www.bbc.com/zhongwen/simp
http://news.cn/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/zhongwen-chinese-english/kkmlkkjojmombglmlpbpapmhcaljjkde


A Level Chinese Course Structure (Exam Board: Edexcel) 

Year 12 

Theme 1: Contemporary Chinese Society 

Family: family structure, the generation gap, family planning (including the One Child 
Policy), ageing population 

Education and work: school and student life, work opportunities, work life balance 

 

Theme 2: Chinese Culture 

Tradition: festivals (Spring Festival, Dragon Boat Festival, Mid-Autumn Festival, Qing Ming 
Festival), customs 

Cultural activities: film, television, music, reading with relation to Chinese culture 

 

Films: Beijing Bicycle (2001), Wang Xiaoshuai (dir.); Please Vote for Me (2007), Chen 
Weijun (dir.) 

 

Literature: A Very Special Pigeon (2014), Cao Wenxuan 

 

Independent Research Project 

 

Year 13 

 

Theme 3: Evolving Chinese Society 

Communication and technology: Internet and social media 

Economics and environment: economic development, environmental protection 

 

Theme 4: 1978 Reform and Opening and its Effects 

Social transformations: Wealth gap, supercities, urban migration 

Sino-British relations: Trade, cultural exchange, educational exchange 

 

 



Year 12 Summer Work 
Task 1: Grammar 

You will receive a new grammar booklet in September, and it is important that you have 
refreshed your knowledge of GCSE grammar before the start of Year 12. 

Please review the following, using pp.164-173 of your GCSE textbook: 

• Nouns 
o The use of measure words for nouns 
o Using 的 to link pronouns, adjectives, and noun phrases to nouns 

• Verbs 
o The use of 过 after a verb 
o The use of 了 after a verb 
o The use of 在 to express an action in progress 
o Talking about the future 
o The use of 得 after a verb 
o Expressing coming and going 
o Using a suffix after the main verb to show the result of an action 
o Using 得 or 不 between the two parts of a verb 

• Use of 了 at the end of a sentence 
• Word order 
• Conjunctions 
• Question words 

 

Task 2: Film 

Ahead of your A Level film study, please watch the films Beijing Bicycle and Please Vote for 
Me. （Youtube link） 

For both films, please produce the following: 

1. A 10-15 point list in English of key plot points in the film 
2. A vocabulary list of 20 key words in Chinese, either found in the film, or relevant to 

the film’s themes. 

 

Task 3: Mini-presentation 

Film or record yourself talking in Chinese for 2-3 minutes without reference to any 
notes.  The focus / topic is entirely your choice, so choose an issue or event that interests or 
inspires you.  
  
Examples could include a personal commentary on a film you have seen, experience of a new 
sports activity, a visit to an amazing town, city or country, your hopes and fears for the sixth 
form, etc.  
  
You will need to bring an electronic copy of the recording with you at the start of Year 12 for 
us to watch back / listen to as a group. We will then save this and play it back to you at the 
end of the year, as it is always interesting to compare the ‘以前’ with the ‘以后’!  
  

  
All three tasks must be completed before the start of next term!  

 

https://archive.org/details/BeijingBicycle
https://vimeo.com/179920497
https://vimeo.com/179920497
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KD1QSX2hOnk
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